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Significant progress in theoretical and computational techniques for predicting stable crystal
structures has recently begun to stimulate targeted synthesis of such predicted structures. Using a
global space-group optimization �GSGO� approach that locates ground-state structures and stable
stoichiometries from first-principles energy functionals by objectively starting from randomly
selected lattice vectors and random atomic positions, we predict the first alkali diazenide compound
NanN2, manifesting homopolar N–N bonds. The previously predicted Na3N structure manifests only
heteropolar Na–N bonds and has positive formation enthalpy. It was calculated based on local
Hartree–Fock relaxation of a fixed-structure type �Li3P-type� found by searching an electrostatic
point-ion model. Synthesis attempts of this positive �H compound using activated nitrogen yielded
another structure �anti-ReO3-type�. The currently predicted �negative formation enthalpy� diazenide
Na2N2 completes the series of previously known BaN2 and SrN2 diazenides where the metal
sublattice transfers charge into the empty N2 �g orbital. This points to a new class of alkali nitrides
with fundamentally different bonding, i.e., homopolar rather than heteropolar bonds and, at the same
time, illustrates some of the crucial subtleties and pitfalls involved in structure predictions versus
planned synthesis. Attempts at synthesis of the stable Na2N2 predicted here will be interesting.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3488440�

I. INTRODUCTION

Laboratory synthesis and characterization of compounds
are the ultimate reality tests for theoretical crystal-structure
predictions. Indeed, it is not surprising that the theoretical
prediction1 and subsequent synthesis and structure
determination2–4 of a new alkali nitride Na3N have under-
standably featured prominently in a recent review article on
structure prediction5 and on planned synthesis in solid-state
chemistry.6,7 Nitrides of alkali metals offer a fruitful arena
for finding new crystal-structure types because of the
subtlety of the competing chemical interactions. The nitrogen
atom is a poor electron acceptor �having unusually low
electron-affinity due to its stable half-filled p3 shell� making
it difficult to form a heteropolar M+−N− bond with alkali
metals M; yet, the nitrogen atom has a large affinity to other
nitrogen atoms with which it can form the highly stable mo-
lecular N2. This sets up a competition between homopolar
N–N and heteropolar M+−N− bonding within metal frame-
works. Indeed, with the exception3 of Li �forming Li3N in
the Li3N structure having no N–N bonds�, no other alkali
metal was known to form any nitride from M+N2 under
ambient conditions. This failure of the homology
principle2—the existence of Li3N, but absence of Na3N, and
K3N—stimulated the theoretical search and eventual
prediction1 of a new Na3N crystal-structure. The predicted
metastable structures1 manifested only heteropolar M–N

bonds and had positive formation enthalpies ��H� �being

thus unstable with respect to metallic Na+molecular N2�. Its

synthesis required the use of beams of activated atomic

nitrogen,2 consistent with the positive �H for the targeted

compound.

Here, we revisit this classic problem by searching, via an
evolutionary algorithm approach, for the ground states of the
density-functional energy functional of the Na–N system,
thus avoiding the approach of Jansen and Schön1 of identi-
fying candidate lowest-energy structures by searching a
simple electrostatic energy functional that does not favor
chemical bonding between like-charge ions �e.g., two an-
ions�. The advanced theoretical method used in this paper �i�
shows improved strategies for locating stable forms of un-
suspected crystal structures, thus better directing the search
for new materials, �ii� explains the nature of the Na3N com-
pound with heteropolar Na–N bonds having �H�0, and �iii�
predicts far more stable �yet unmade� Na2N2 and Na6N2

compounds with �H�0 in hitherto unknown structure types
manifesting diatomic homopolar N–N bonds. The Na2N2

compound predicted here completes a missing entry in an-
other homological series of nonalkali diazenides, Ba2+�N2

2−�
and Sr2+�N2

2−�, and is the first alkali diazenide. These finding
point to a new class of alkali nitrides with fundamentally
different bonding �homopolar molecular, rather than the het-
eropolar one found in Refs. 1–4� and, at the same time, il-
lustrates some of the crucial subtleties involved in structure
predictions versus planned synthesis.a�Electronic mail: alex_zunger@nrel.gov.
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II. METHOD

A. Strategies of structure optimization

With the advent of first-principles total-energy computa-
tional methods for periodic solids,8–10 two leading types of
structure prediction approaches based on such calculations
have developed. In the inductive approach �e.g., data
mining,11 or diagrammatic orbital-radii structure
separation�,12 one offers a guess for the crystal structure of a
given compound by analogy with known structures of other
compounds, an approach that generally works very well ex-
cept if one encounters a new prototype structure that is
matchless �as is the case for Na–N here�. In the deductive
approach, one explicitly varies the structural degrees of free-
dom �SDFs� of a �say, ApBq� compound in search of a mini-
mum of a given energy functional. The latter can be either a
“first-principles” functional based on a microscopic Hamil-
tonian with explicit electronic coordinates �e.g., Hartree–
Fock; density-functional�, or an empirical “force field,” in
which the electronic coordinates are integrated out and one
focuses on a subset of the chemical interactions deemed im-
portant �e.g., a point-ion electrostatic potential with some
repulsive walls is used�.1

The selection of the SDF being optimized divides the
energy minimization methods into different optimization
classes illustrated in Fig. 1. �i� In one common approach one
fixes at the outset the type of unit cell lattice vectors �e.g.,
orthorhombic or monoclinic� and the occupancy of the
space-group specific �Wyckoff� atomic sites, �e.g., NaCl ver-

sus fluorite site occupation of the Fm3̄m space-group� and
optimize the remaining SDFs, i.e., the magnitude of the lat-
tice parameters and cell-internal parameters not decided by
symmetry. Such “local optimization”13–15 �Fig. 1� is ubiqui-
tous and has been implemented in most standard solid-state
total-energy packaged codes.10,16 This approach requires a
priori knowledge of the structure type appropriate for a
given compound and thus affords but a limited “surprise fac-
tor” in identifying unsuspected structures. �ii� In the “global
space-group optimization” approach one starts from ran-
domly selected lattice vectors and random Wyckoff positions
and uses global optimization and search methods, �e.g., evo-
lutionary algorithm17 and simulated annealing�18 to zoom-in
in an unbiased manner to the minimum energy. Unlike the
local relaxation �a positional optimization�, in the global
crystal-structure search �both a positional and configurational
optimization� A and B atoms can swap positions during the
calculation and the lattice-type can change �e.g., bcc to fcc�
in search of lower energy topologies. In a recent

development,19 such approaches were generalized to opti-
mize the stable stoichiometries �p ,q� in ApBq “on the fly.”
The different combinations of energy functionals with either
local or global structure optimization �Fig. 1� define the vari-
ous classes �1, 2, or 3� of deductive structure predictions. As
we will see below the selection of such a class can critically
control the qualitative and quantitative outcome of the struc-
ture prediction.

B. Search for heteropolar Na–N structures

Jansen and Schön1 �see also reviews in Refs. 5–7� used
an empirical point-ion electrostatic force field in conjunction
with a global optimization technique �method 1 in Fig. 1�
identifying candidate structures for Na3N, with energies
shown in Fig. 2�a�. Since an electrostatic point-ion energy
functional can not stabilize like-charge �homopolar� bonds,
all structures found �shown in Fig. 3� exhibited only het-
eropolar Na–N contacts. The lowest-energy structure was a
previously unknown structure type denoted I–Na3N �in
Fig. 2 and shown in Fig. 3�e��.

These candidate structures obtained by the empirical
functional were then subjected to a local optimization, using
a first-principles Hartree–Fock �HF� energy functional
�method 2 in Fig. 1�. Having accepted the fixed-structure
types �from the electrostatic functional�, the local optimiza-
tion procedure cannot create new structures other than those

Energy
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FIG. 1. Different levels of structure optimization methods based on com-
bining various energy functionals with the type of SDFs that are optimized.
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FIG. 2. Calculated energies of Na3N in different structure types: �a� energies
obtained in the empirical ionic model �taken from Table III of Ref. 1 and
Fig. 6 of Ref. 2�, �b� Hartree–Fock standard formation enthalpies from local
optimization �taken from Table III of Ref. 1 and Fig. 2 of Ref. 2�, and �c�
LDA standard formation enthalpies �present study�. The density of each
structure type in LDA is given in �c� in parentheses �in atom /nm3�. Entries
in red were obtained from global optimization. The energy of the Li3P
structure type given by the ionic model in �a� was arbitrarily aligned with its
corresponding HF standard formation enthalpy in �b�.
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fed to it. The ensuing HF formation enthalpies are shown in
Fig. 2�b�. The lowest-energy structure of Na3N is now the
Li3P structure type. Notably, the order of stability is very
different in Fig. 2�a� �electrostatics� and Fig. 2�b� �Hartree–
Fock� �e.g., see the energy order of the Al3Ti and Li3N struc-
ture types in �a� versus �b��, reflecting the limited ability of
the simple point-ion electrostatic force field to describe
chemistry. Given the positive formation enthalpies of all het-
eropolar structures predicted in Fig. 2�b� with respect to me-
tallic Na and free-space N2, subsequent synthesis2–4 pro-
ceeded using excited forms of “active nitrogen.” The
structure found in synthesis2–4 was the anti-ReO3-type �D09�.
�This is not the lowest-energy structure in the electrostatic
model �Fig. 2�a�� or the HF model �Fig. 2�b��.� Our own
local optimization using the local density approximation
�LDA� energy functional20 �Fig. 2�c�� resolves the latter con-
flict, giving the observed2–4 anti-ReO3 structure type as the
lowest-energy structure for Na3N under the same restriction
to heteropolar bonds.

Fischer et al.21 suggested that in their synthesis method,
the route to the final compound went via the amorphous
stage, which typically has the lowest atomic density. Figure
2�c� gives �in parentheses� the calculated atomic densities �in
atom /nm3� of all heteropolar phases. Indeed, the observed
anti-ReO3 structure type of Na3N has the lowest atomic den-
sity. Jansen and Schön1 predicted from electrostatics that the
three lowest-energy structure types were I–Na3N, Cr3Si, and
Al3Ti. Then, Hartree––Fock calculations1 gave Li3P, Li3N,
and anti-ReO3 as the three lowest-energy structure types for
Na3N. Their synthesis2 gave anti-ReO3 structure type. Here,
we point to the possible pitfall of not consistently using a
high-accuracy energy functional �for instance LDA�, in a
global search of the lowest-energy structure instead of fol-
lowing a two-step scheme—using a model functional to se-
lect a handful of candidate lowest-energy structures and then
locally relaxing it at the quantum mechanical level. Not only
does the latter prescription suffer from the approximate na-
ture of the model energy functional, but it is also prone to the

arbitrariness of the choice of how many of the lowest-energy
structures found via empirical functional to calculate with an
ab initio method. In this sense, the fact that Jansen and
Schön calculated Li3P-type, Li3N-type, or anti-ReO3 struc-
tures with HF should be regarded as accidental as no indica-
tion was given by electrostatics that these crystal structures
predicted by this model to be rather high-energy ones would
be the three of lowest energy in HF.

C. Present method

Given the limitations of the previous methodology—
global optimization with an electrostatic functional, followed
by local refinement of the structures with a self-consistent
functional—we sought to find the structure types and com-
positions of Na–N compounds without these restrictions. We
use the composition �x�-dependent global space-group opti-
mization �Ref. 19� within the LDA to the density-functional
theory �method 3 in Fig. 1�. In this approach, the structure
type is not prejudged as we start from randomly selected
lattice vectors and randomly selected Wyckoff positions. We
use19 a real-space genetic algorithm �“cut and splice”�22 as
applied to periodic structures.23 We search for “ground-state
structures,” i.e., for the breaking point of the convex hull of
energy versus composition. The application of this search
scheme to the Na–N system also allows us to emphasize the
general procedure to correctly predict the stable phases of a
binary system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Finding alkali structures with embedded homopolar
N2

Figure 4�a� shows the evolution of the calculated stan-
dard formation enthalpies of the structures of Na–N system
visited during the global space-group optimization24

�squares�. The red line is the convex hull, which connects the
lowest-energy configurations at the compositions �solid
circles� that are simultaneously stable with respect to dispro-
portionation into two configurations at neighboring compo-
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FIG. 4. �a� Evolution of the calculated formation enthalpies of the structures
of Na–N system visited during the global space-group optimization using
the LDA energy functional �squares�. ��b�–�d�� The structures found. Large
yellow spheres: Na. Small blue spheres: N.
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FIG. 3. Candidate structure types of Na3N that lack N–N bonds that were
considered in the literature. Large yellow spheres: Na. Small blue spheres:
N. LDA �H values are �a� 0.461, �b� 0.292, �c� 0.272, �d� 0.272, �e� 0.205,
�f� 0.134, �g� 0.103, and �h� 0.096, all in eV/atom.
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sitions. Significantly, none of the heteropolar Na–N struc-
tures discussed before1,2,6 emerged here as ground-state
structures. Instead, we find numerous structures with nega-
tive �H at different compositions, including two ordered
structures at compositions 1:3 and 2:2 on the convex hull,
i.e., ground-state structures.

The NaN3 ground-state structure we find �1:3 in Fig.
4�a�, see also Fig. 4�b�� is the well-known sodium azide
structure,25 which is monoclinic with space-group C2 /m, has
calculated lattice parameters of a=5.91 Å, b=3.31 Å, c
=5.06 Å, �=108.3°, and has eight atoms in the unit cell at
Wyckoff positions of Na 2a�0,0 ,0�, N 2d�0,1 /2,1 /2�, and
N 4i�0.10,1 /2,0.74�. The N–N bond length in this structure
is 1.17 Å, in agreement with the experimental result.25

The Na2N2 ground-state structure we find �2:2 in Fig.
4�a�� is a new structure type �we confirm by searching all
prototypes in Pearsons Handbook of Crystallographic Data
for Intermetallic Phases26 that the prototype found here has
not been previously reported�, which has LDA formation en-
thalpy of �0.223 eV/atom ��86 kJ/mol of Na2N2�, and in
generalized gradient approximation �GGA� has a slightly
positive �H of 4 kJ/mol.27 The depth of �H of Na2N2 on the
convex hull with respect to the tie-line between NaN3 and Na
is �5 meV /atom, which is within the relative convergence
error of points on the convex hull. Its structure �Fig. 4�c�� is
orthorhombic with space-group Pmmm, calculated lattice pa-
rameters of a=3.04 Å, b=3.58 Å, c=4.99 Å, and four at-
oms in the unit cell at Wyckoff positions Na 1c�0,0 ,1 /2�,
Na 1e�0,1 /2,0�, and N 2t�1 /2,1 /2,0.38�. The LDA N–N
bond length in this structure is 1.24 Å. The N2 molecules sit
inside Na8 parallelepipeds. On the plane perpendicular to the
N2 molecule, there are four Na atoms each connecting to
both N atoms. At each end of the N2 molecule, there are two
Na atoms connecting to the N atom. There are chains of
face-sharing parallelepipeds, which also share edges in the
directions perpendicular to the chain.

The Na6N2 structure we find �6:2 composition in
Fig. 4�a�� has LDA formation enthalpy of �0.072 eV/atom
��56 kJ/mol�. In GGA, its �H is positive 21 kJ/mol �for
comparison, GGA predicts a far more positive �H of
85 kJ/mol for the anti-ReO3-type Na3N, which was
measured3 to be 64 kJ/mol�. Na6N2 lies �40 meV /atom
above the convex hull, but it is considerably more stable than
all the structures without N–N bonds �see Fig. 2�. Its struc-
ture �Fig. 4�d�� is monoclinic with space-group Cm, calcu-
lated lattice parameters of a=13.55 Å, b=3.24 Å, c
=8.79 Å, �=101.4°, and 16 atoms in the unit cell at Wyck-
off positions Na 2a�0.58,0 ,0.58�, Na 2a�0.84,0 ,0.57�, Na
2a�0.42,0 ,0.23�, Na 2a�0.17,0 ,0.28�, Na 2a�0.76,0 ,0.90�,
Na 2a�0.02,0 ,0.92�, N 2a�0.21,0 ,0.54�, and N
2a�0.23,0 ,0.68�. The LDA N–N bond length of molecular
N2 in this structure is 1.22 Å. In this structure, the N2 mol-
ecule is surrounded by seven Na atoms, forming face-sharing
triangular prisms and pyramids.

The NanN2 structures we find differ from the BaN2 and
SrN2 diazenide structures. In BaN2 �Ref. 28� and SrN2,29 the
metallic atoms �Ba or Sr� form a distorted bcc sublattice, and
the N2 molecules occupy the octahedral interstitial sites with
orientations along two �for BaN2� or one �for SrN2� diago-

nals of the M6 octahedra. In the structures of Na2N2 �Fig.
4�c�� and Na6N2 �Fig. 4�d��, the Na sublattices are quite dif-
ferent from bcc, and the N2 molecules are surrounded by Na8

parallelepipeds �for Na2N2� or Na7 polyhedra �for Na6N2�.
The LDA-calculated N–N bond lengths in Na2N2 and Na6N2

are both close to the observed N–N bond lengths in BaN2

�1.22 Å� �Ref. 28� and SrN2 �1.22 Å� �Ref. 29� diazenides.
The Na6N2 is a subdiazenide having excess metal atoms
similar to the suboxide materials.30 We also find a few other
sodium subdiazenides �NanN2 with n�2�, e.g., Na4N2,
which lies �28 meV /atom above the convex hull �see
Fig. 4�a��.

B. Electronic structure

We show in Fig. 5 the calculated density of states
�DOS�, including assignment of various peaks from a sepa-
rate analysis of the local DOS and the energy-integrated
DOS �not shown here�. Recall that the ten-valence-electron
N2 free molecule has the molecular orbitals
1�g

2�2s�2�u
2�2s�1�u

4�2p�3�g
2�2p�2�g

0�2p�, where the super-
scripts denote the orbital occupancy and the parentheses give
the atomic orbital parentage. We find from Fig. 5 that both
Na2N2 and Na6N2 have fully occupied Na 2p6, as well as
dinitrogen �1�g

2�2s�2�u
2�2s�1�u

4�2p�3�g
2�2p�� like states. In

contrast with the free-space N2 molecule having an empty
2�g�2p� state, in the Na2N2 and Na6N2 solids the nitrogen
diatomic units receive additional charge within states located
	2 eV below the Fermi level �EF� in Fig. 5. These are
mainly the 2�g�2p� states of dinitrogen in Na2N2 and a mix-
ture of 2�g�2p�+ �Na,3s�+other states in Na6N2. This addi-
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tional charge elongates the N–N bond �the N–N bond length
of the free-space N2 molecule is 1.10 Å in LDA�. The main
part of the Na 3s state is above EF �i.e., empty�. The 2�g�2p�
state consists of the px , py states of dinitrogen and looks like
two toruses surrounding the two N atoms. The additional
charge filling the 2�g�2p� state is distributed in these two
toruses �see the inset figure of Fig. 5�a��. This electronic
structure is similar to that of BaN2 �Ref. 28� and SrN2 �Ref.
29� diazenides. We have estimated the charge transfer from
the metal sublattice to the nitrogen diatomic units by inte-
grating the difference between the charge density of the solid
minus the charge densities of the M atoms and N2 molecules
at the respective positions in the solid �inset to Fig. 5�a��,
finding Q=0.60e for Na2N2; Q=0.79e for Na6N2 compared
with Q=0.51e in SrN2. These values are smaller than the
idealized Q=2e value assigned classically.

C. M–N versus M−N2 structures

Are the molecular structures �e.g., Fig. 4�d�� always
more stable than the nonmolecular ones �e.g., Fig. 3�? To
answer this question, we show in Fig. 6 the calculated for-
mation enthalpies of the Na3N and Li3N compounds both in
the Na6N2 �Cm� structure �see Fig. 4�d�� and in the atomic
anti-ReO3 and Li3N-type structures. We see that whereas in
the Na3N compound the molecular phase is more stable
�both in LDA and GGA�, in the Li3N compound the atomic
phases are more stable �both in LDA and GGA�. This agrees
with experimental phase diagram31 of Li3N.

D. Lithium-nitrogen system

The Li3N �Ref. 31� and LiN3 �Ref. 25� are the two
known phases in the Li–N system. We calculate the forma-
tion enthalpy of Li2N2 in the Na2N2 �Pmmm� structure �see
Fig. 4�c�� finding �0.644 eV/atom in LDA and �0.345 eV/
atom in GGA. The calculated formation enthalpy of Li3N in
the Li3N-type structure is measured32 to be �0.409 eV/atom,
and calculated to be �0.582 eV/atom in LDA and �0.373
eV/atom in GGA. The calculated �H of LiN3 in the lithium
azide structure25 is �0.436 eV/atom in LDA and �0.146
eV/atom in GGA. Thus, we predict Li2N2 to have negative
�H, lower than the tie-line between Li3N and LiN3. Thus, it
is stable against disproportionation into Li3N and LiN3. In
Ref. 31, only the Li–Li3N part of the lithium-nitrogen phase

diagram was measured. Thus, attempts at synthesis of Li2N2

will be interesting. The lithium-nitrogen system is similar to
the barium-nitrogen system, which has the stable nonmo-
lecular phase Ba3N2 and molecular phase BaN2.28

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using global structure optimization within a first-
principles energy functional combined with the calculation
of the convex hull that identifies the stable stoichiometries,
we predict the first diazenide of an alkali metal. The structure
of this compound consists of N2 molecules inside Na8 paral-
lelepipeds, the latter forming chains that share edges. The
stability of this structure stems from the transfer of the elec-
trons previously occupying Na 3s orbital to the previously
empty 2�g�2p� orbital of N2. The previously predicted Na3N
structures without such N–N bonds represent metastable lo-
cal minima appearing in synthesis that favors low-atomic-
density networks.
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